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chapter /9 

PRICE EQUILIBRIUM WITH 
ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT FORMS 

In Part II we discovered that a single market may extend over a large 
geographic area with a market-wide structure of prices interrelated through 
transfer costs. In a similar way, a market may be viewed as extending 
through alternative and successive forms of a product with a consistent 
structure of prices interrelated through processing costs —the costs of 
changing product form. The changes in product form to which we refer 
result from operations performed on a given basic product or raw material. 
They may be relatively minor, as in the packaging of a product, or they 
may be quite substantial, as in the processing of wheat into flour and the 
baking of flour into bread or a variety of other finished products. In a 
perfect market these man-made differences in form would be reflected in 
price differences, with prices for the raw product, semifinished, and finish
ed goods all interrelated through processing costs. 

9.1 PRODUCT FORM CHOICES 

Consider alternative uses for a raw product at a particular geographic 
location with any particular use yielding n units of finished product per 
unit of raw material at a cost c per unit of finished product. If it is 
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164 DIMENSIONS OF MARKET PRICE 

economical to produce this product, competition in a perfect market will 
keep the price of the finished product (p) and of the raw material (P) in line 
so that the net value of the finished product less processing costs will 
equal the price of the raw material 

P = n(p-c). (9.1) 

Again, notice that this equality will hold true in a perfect market if it is 
economical to process the product. If p is lower than specified in the 
Equation 9.1, processors would incur losses, and the product would not 
be made; if higher, the abnormal profits would attract firms to this 
enterprise until the equilibrium relationship is restored. 

With a number of alternative finished products (m) from the given raw 
material (r), each would be characterized by such a net value equation: 

Pr=n1(Pi-c,) 
Pr=n2(p2-c2) (9.2) 

' r Mm \Pm Cm)' 

Since all net values will equal the price of the raw material Pr, in 
equilibrium, the net values in all uses must be equal, or 

«i(Pi-Ci) = n2(p2-c2) = • • • = nln(p,„-c,„). (9.3) 

9.2 PRODUCT PRICE BOUNDARIES 

The student will recognize the similarity between this formulation and 
the price equations for markets in space. By parallel argument, if the net 
value for the raw product in finished product 1 is higher than in any other 
form, then the material falls in the market for product 1; if lower, then the 
raw material is not in the market for product 1 but for some other finished 
product /; and if exactly equal, then the material falls on the "boundary of 
indifference" between two finished product markets. 

To use a specific example, a supply of milk from a number of farms is 
available at a particular plant. This milk supply can be used in a variety of 
ways. It can be shipped as whole milk, separated into cream, or manu
factured into various products such as butter or cheese. If we neglect 
by-products for the moment, we might convert 100 pounds of milk testing 
4.0 percent butterfat into any of these alternatives (the indicated yields 
are only approximate): 100 pounds of whole milk, 20 pounds of 20 per
cent butterfat cream, 10 pounds of 40 percent cream, 5 pounds of butter, 
10 pounds of cheese, or 47 pounds of canned evaporated milk. 

Assume that the raw product is identical in quality for all uses with a 
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price delivered to the plant of $3.00 per hundredweight. And suppose 
that the following not unrealistic processing costs per pound of final 
product are involved: whole milk, 0.3 cents; 20 percent cream, 2.0 cents; 
40 percent cream, 4.0 cents; butter, 8.0 cents;-cheese, 10.0 cents; and 
evaporated milk, 4.5 cents. Under perfect market conditions, the prices 
for finished products at this plant will reflect exactly the raw product 
costs and processing charges. This is illustrated in Table 9.1. The first 
column gives the product yields (n{) per hundredweight of the raw product. 
The second column shows the raw product cost per pound of the various 
finished products; the third column summarizes the processing costs per 
pound of finished product (ct); and the final column shows the summation 
of raw product and processing costs to indicate the competitive prices (pt) 
per pound of finished product. Thus, 100 pounds of milk can be converted 
into 10 pounds of cheese with a raw product cost of 30 cents per pound of 
cheese. Adding processing costs of 10 cents results in a final product 
price of 40 cents per pound of cheese. 

Actually, the alternative uses in this case and in many others do not 
always result in single products. Instead, there are alternative plant 
operations with yields of products and of by-products. A plant that 
converts milk into cream or butter will have substantial by-products in 
the form of skim milk, and this in turn may be processed into products 
such as skim milk powder or condensed skim. The cheese operation will 
have a by-product in the form of whey or whey solids and with standardized 

TABLE 9.1 Calculation of Hypothetical Competitive Prices for Dairy 

Products at a Single Location 

Final Product 

Yield per 
Hundredweight 

of Raw Milk 
(Pounds) 

Whole milk 
20 percent cream 
40 percent cream 
Butter 
Cheese 
Evaporated milk 

100 
20 
10 
5 

10 
47 

Cost Per Pound of Final 
Product (Cents per Pound) 

Raw Product3 
Processing 

Costs 

Competitive 
Price of 

Final Product11 

(Cents per 
Pound) 

3.0 
15.0 
30.0 
60.0 
30.0 
6.4 

0.3 
2.0 
4.0 
8.0 

10.0 
4.5 

3.3 
17.0 
34.0 
68.0 
40.0 
10,9 

aAssuming that raw milk price, delivered to plant, is $3.00 per hundredweight. 
»Set of fluid product prices such that the six products are equally profitable at the 
selected location. 
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operations will normally yield a small butterfat by-product. Evapor
ated milk will have minor by-products in the form of cream, skim, or 
products manufactured from these items. The costs and values of these 
by-products, of course, will influence the competitive levels of all product 
prices. 

9.3 ROLE OF PROCESSING COSTS 

If all dairy processing plants had exactly the same processing costs (and 
if location and transfer costs are neglected), the manufacturing dairy 
industry would be in equilibrium when the above prices were realized. 
This equilibrium would occur through the interactions of quantities manu
factured and the several market demand functions. As long as equilibrium 
prices have not been attained, processors would find it to their advantage 
to shift utilization of the raw product from those uses with relatively low net 
values for the raw product to those with relatively high values, and this 
shifting would continue until the net values for the raw product are exactly 
equal in all uses. In equilibrium, and with the conditions assumed, each 
plant would find itself indifferent to the use made of the raw product. It 
would be a rather precarious equilibrium, to be sure. In equilibrium, every 
plant would be without a basis for selection among uses, but out-of-
equilibrium conditions would provide incentives for all plants to move in 
identical directions. 

This extrasensitive equilibrating system could be "dampened" in its 
more or less random oscillations by lags in adjustment by some firms, so 
that only a few would be involved in the correction processes. Even 
under perfect market conditions, however, the market will result in pre
cise and stable adjustments if we drop the assumption that all plants have 
equal and identical processing costs. If plant costs vary, and if some are 
especially efficient along one line while others have low costs in other 
alternatives, the interdependent supply and demand equilibria will not 
only determine the pattern of products processed and the equilibrium 
prices but also the particular allocations of plant processing facilities 
among the various alternative products. 

Consider plants with differing costs of processing. By arraying these 
plants according to their relative processing costs (butter to cheese, etc.), 
we can develop the equivalent of an opportunity cost curve for the 
industry. In addition to differences in production or processing costs, 
plants will also differ with respect to location, and the resulting differences 
in transfer costs will be important determinants in the final industry 
equilibrium. The subject of markets in form and space, however, will be 
developed in some detail in following chapters. 
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9.4 SHORT-RUN PLANT COSTS 

Price equilibrium with alternative product forms depends directly on 
processing costs for each. The theoretical foundation for analyzing pro
cessing costs will be sketched briefly here. 

We define a plant as consisting of a collection of stages or operations 
that are carried on under a single roof or at one location under the direc
tion of a plant manager. The short run is that period of time during which 
the plant —equipment, layout, and buildings —is taken as essentially fixed 
and during which choices are limited to the selection of proper levels of 
application of the variable factors of production. For simplicity, we first 
assume that this plant produces only a single product or multiple products 
in fixed proportions, thereby avoiding choices among products in addition 
to input levels. 

Under any given set of technological conditions, production can be 
characterized by a functional relationship between output and the 
several input factors, a relationship that tells us what flow of physical 
output will result from the combination of any specified flows of physical 
inputs. The cost of producing this output flow then will be defined simply 
as the sum of the expenditures for the factors or the physical input flows 
multiplied by the appropriate factor prices. But notice that this will not 
define a unique set of input or cost flows for any specified rate of output. 
Rather, there will ordinarily be a large number of factor combinations 
that would yield this output (defined by the substitution possibilities 
inherent in the production function), and they in turn would be reflected in 
even larger numbers of cost possibilities depending on the factor prices. 

For any given production function, the efficient organization will be 
represented by that factor combination that will minimize costs for any 
given output. This will be achieved when the marginal increments of 
product per dollar of factor expenditure are equal for all factors involved 
or when the ratios of marginal productivities are equated to the ratios at 
factor prices. These conditions define a unique set of outputs and associ
ated inputs such that for any output the total cost will be minimized or, 
conversely, for any level of total cost the output will be maximized. 

It is convenient to illustrate these procedures graphically. Figure 9.1 
represents a physical production function where A", and X2 are two 
variable input factors, and the curves ( V,, Y2,...) show the ways in which 
the factors may be combined in producing the product. We assume that 
they are the only two factors involved. The same principles will apply for 
more factors, but mathematical instead of graphic treatment would be 
required. Each curve shows all possible factor combinations that will 
yield a particular output, there being one such isoproduct curve for every 
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FIGURE 9.1 The determination of efficient factor combinations from a given produc
tion function and given factor prices. 

possible level of output. The slope at any point on an isoproduct curve 
(dX2ldX1) represents the negative (inverse) ratio of marginal productivities 
(8QldXjdQldX2), since it shows the increase in one factor that is 
required to offset the production effects of a decrease in the other. The 
specific shape of these curves will be defined by the production relation
ship-in the diagram we illustrate the principle of diminishing returns. 

Any combination of Xt and X2 in this diagram represents a production 
possibility. With the given technology, the input of these factors will 
result in the indicated product. With any given factor prices, therefore, 
each level of output will be associated with a wide range of possible costs. 
This is suggested by the scatter of cost-output points in Figure 9.2. In 
addition, inefficient management may fail to exploit the technological 
possibilities. This would mean higher costs and a wider scatter of points 
in Figure 9.2. The problem of the efficient combination of factors is solved 

Y2 Y3 

Rate of output, Y 

FIGURE 9.2 Cost-output combinations determined from Figure 9.1 and the minimum 
cost curve corresponding to the scale line in Figure 9 .1 . 
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by the selection of those combinations that will minimize costs for any 
output. 

Returning to Figure 9.1, we find that any given total cost or outlay for 
specified factor prices may be represented by a straight line such as AB. 
The quantity OA represents the possible purchase of factor X2 if the 
given expenditure were used entirely for this factor or the total expendi
ture divided by the price of factor 2. In a similar way OB represents the 
maximum quantity of factor Xj if only that factor were purchased, 
while intermediate points between A and B represent the various 
purchase combinations that are possible with the given total expenditure 
and the given factor prices. Notice that the slope of AB represents the 
(inverse) ratio of factor prices. Clearly, the most efficient combination of 
factors along line AB will be at point D since here output is a maximum, 
that is, this point lies on the highest possible isoproduct curve. By similar 
construction, it is possible to determine the most efficient combination of 
factors for every output. The locus of these combinations is the "scale" 
line CD. As pointed out, each of these combinations will represent a 
point of tangency between isoproduct curves and isooutlay lines. This 
means that the (inverse) ratio of marginal productivities has been equated 
to the (inverse) ratio of factor prices —the condition for efficiency 
described in earlier paragraphs. 

Cost and output combinations from the contact line CD in Figure 9.1 
when transferred to Figure 9.2 trace out the total cost curve OCDG. In 
line with our definition of efficiency, this set of points represents the 
minimum costs for any output, given technology and factor prices and, 
hence, takes the form of an envelope defining the lower limit of the 
individual cost-output possibilities. It is true, of course, that changes in 
factor prices will modify all cost points and will define a new set of effici
ent factor combinations and so a new minimum cost curve. But for each 
of these possible conditions, the efficient organization will be determined 
as indicated. 

9.5 MEASUREMENT OF PLANT COSTS 

The foregoing should serve as a general framework, but it requires 
modification to be useful as a guide to problems of quantification and 
measurement. For these purposes we must consider how actual plants 
are organized and operated. For any given plant, certain elements of 
technology and factor inputs have been selected from the many possibil
ities suggested in the foregoing section. Investments have been made, 
buildings constructed, equipment purchased and installed, and they define 
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the technology within which the plant will operate. With this particular 
set of technology and fixed inputs, there will be a number of alternative 
production possibilities, although the ranges in inputs and outputs have 
been greatly limited. These are the short-run problems that face the 
decision maker. 

We may represent the plant production function in much the same 
way as before. Assume that there are several variable factors; then the 
production possibilities will be reflected in a set of isoproduct curves. 
They are illustrated in Figure 9.3 and resemble the functions in Figure 
9.1, except that they exist only within a limited range of input flows and 
for a limited range in the rate of output. With highly mechanized and 
integrated organization, these ranges may be very narrow, reducing in 
some cases to a unique expansion line or path or even to a single point. 
Within the limits imposed by this production function, efficient organiza
tions will be defined as before in terms of marginal productivities and 
factor prices. It is clear that adjustments to changes in factor prices are 
now quite circumscribed and that the most efficient organization possible 
for the given plant may necessarily fail to equate the ratio of marginal 
productivities and factor prices. In Figure 9.3, for example, the efficient 
adjustments follow the contract line from A to B but then are restricted 
by the physical limits inherent in the plant itself. To expand production 
beyond K3, the most efficient adjustments possible with given prices will 
follow the limit BC. In this zone the ratios of marginal productivities are 
not equated to factor price ratios, but this adjustment is approached as 
closely as permitted by the production limitations. 

These efficient combinations may be converted to a total variable cost 
curve as shown in Figure 9.4. Notice that there will be a discontinuity or 
"kink" at point B and that the impossibility of complete adjustment in 

Rate of input, X3 

FIGURE 9.3 The instantaneous production function and scale line for a particular 
plant, illustrating the limited substitution and expansion possibilities. 
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C 

Yi Y2 Y3 Y4 

Rate of output, Y 

FIGURE 9.4 The instantaneous variable cost curve for an individual plant, derived 
from the production function and factor prices given in Figure 9.3. 

factor combinations will result in more rapidly increasing costs beyond 
that point. Also, notice that the output range will usually be restricted at 
both low and high rates, as compared to the general production and cost 
functions discussed in the previous section. 

It should be emphasized that Figure 9.4 shows only the sum of variable 
costs and does not include the costs for the "fixed" factors of production. 
These fixed factors are durable or semidurable capital goods, such 
as buildings and equipment, and to incorporate their costs into the analysis 
will require a consideration of the nature of capital and of the flows of 
inputs and outputs in production. It will be recalled that our discussion 
has been in terms of flows of resources — instantaneous rates in the case 
of continuous processes such as characterize most "factory" type produc
tion or rates per "production period" for discontinuous operations. When 
we speak of applying 50 bushels of seed and three tons of fertilizer to an 
acre of ground, we imply that this is in one season or production period. 
Similarly, we speak of combining factors in terms of rates of inputs in a 
plant, and the changes in output that result are, in turn, instantaneous 
rates (not the result of running the plant for longer hours or more days). 
The inputs of capital goods must be considered as rates or flows, there
fore, where the real input is the use or service of the capital good. Thus, 
our inputs are in terms of so many laborers, so much fertilizer, and the 
use of so much land and equipment during a season. 

This creates real difficulty in defining the "prices" for the services of 
capital goods, since they are not completely consumed during the produc
tion process or the production period. It seems clear that over the useful 
life of the capital good these prices (multiplied by the inputs or use) must 
in the aggregate repay the original investment, must pay interest on the 
capital, including a return for risk, and must keep the equipment in a 
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useful state of repair. In addition, government services are financed in 
part by property taxes levied on the basis of a valuation of these invest
ments, and they are costs that also must be covered. To summarize, the 
capital goods will give rise to certain "fixed" costs, including depreciation, 
interest, insurance (part of risk payment), repairs, and taxes. To further 
complicate matters, depreciation consists of several components: (1) 
obsolescence because of technological changes, (2) depreciation as a 
function of time, such as would result from exposure to the elements, and 
(3) actual wear and tear associated with use—Keynes' "user costs." 
Moreover, there is an interaction between repair costs and the magnitude 
of the last two categories of depreciation costs. 

9.6 HARMONY AMONG STAGES 

Our discussion in Chapter 9 has thus far assumed that plant cost curves 
change smoothly with changes in output. However, we pointed out in 
Chapter 6 that some inputs are not perfectly divisible with the result 
that some stage cost curves increase in a stair-step fashion. The aggrega
tion of two or more stages to derive a plant cost curve may also reflect 
such discontinuities. These discontinuities very likely will not occur at 
identical output levels at each stage. In a study by Rogers and Bardwell, 
we find that the 45 holding batteries used in the 2400-bird poultry proces
sing plant are adequate for plants varying from 2400 to 10,000 broilers 
per hour, the two fork trucks from 2400 to 5000 broilers per hour, the 
three mechanical pickers for either 1800 or 2400 bird plants, although a 
second gizzard skinner is not needed until 5000 or more birds are 
processed hourly. 

The effect of these differences in stage capacities is to introduce lack 
of harmony among the stages (Figure 9.5). At levels Yt and Y2, stages 2 
and 3 are in harmony in the sense that each is operating at capacity of the 
durable inputs, although output must reach Y2 before all three stages 
reach harmony. This is one way of stating that at output Y2 all stages are 
operating at full capacity, but at any other rate of output one or more 
stages will have unused capacity. In designing plants for least-cost opera
tion, it will clearly be advantageous to minimize the excess capacity or 
lack of harmony in the several stages. Also, certain types of equipment 
may be more suitable for later expansion should this prove to be profitable. 

A second reason for discontinuities in plant cost curves is the frequent 
use of two or more "lines" of equipment, each line representing essentially 
a duplicate set of equipment. Grading lines at a fruit cannery, bottling 
machines in a fluid milk plant, multiple "stands" in a cotton gin, and grad-
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FIGURE 9.5 Discontinuous stage cost curves may result in a lack of harmony among 
stages. 

ing and candling lines in egg packing plants are common examples. When 
multiple lines use some common items of equipment, such as retorts, 
homogenizers, suction unloaders, or forklift trucks, we again meet the 
problem of lack of harmony, making it desirable to schedule plant opera
tions so as to take full advantage of the low points on the total average 
cost curve. 

9.7 TIME VERSUS RATE DIMENSIONS OF PLANT OUTPUT 

For any given plant, we have the type of instantaneous production func
tion illustrated earlier in Figure 9.3. By following the procedures already 
discussed, we can determine the most efficient combinations of variable 
factors and derive the variable cost function as shown in Figure 9.4. 
Moreover, we can now select the most efficient rate of output where 
average variable costs are a minimum. This would be the rate of output 
OD in Figure 9.4. 

Now let us consider the fact that this plant is operating through time. 
At any point in time the optimum rate of output is OD with corresponding 
rate of variable costs OE. Volume per unit of time (not the production 
period) may then be varied simply by varying the number of hours or 
days of operation at the efficient rate defined in Figure 9.4. Notice that 
external factors may sometimes prevent a plant from achieving this 
rate, in which event they would try to operate elsewhere on the efficient 
cost curve. For example, a sudden increase in the receipts of a highly 
perishable product at the plant may require a more intensive rate of opera
tion than at point F. The results will be a variable cost curve like the one 
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Variable 

Daily capacity—*J £ 

0 
Plant volume per day 

FIGURE 9.6 The variable and total cost relations for an individual plant where output 
is increased by operating for longer time periods. 

illustrated by OA in Figure 9.6. The slope of OA is the same as the slope 
of OF in Figure 9.4, the minimum average variable cost per unit of out
put. Observe that, in expanding output by expanding the period of opera
tion, we will not expect to find increasing marginal costs. In other words, 
if we operate a plant today exactly as we did yesterday, the average (and 
marginal) variable costs will be equal. The doubling of the total volume 
of output has not meant a real intensification on the fixed factors. 

In terms of this concept of plant costs, it is not difficult to introduce 
the costs for capital goods, since both axes measure the aggregates (of 
cost or output) during a specified time period. Costs associated with the 
capital goods may then be expressed as a constant for the time period 
regardless of actual usage and will appear as a uniform addition to the 
variable cost relationship. Elements of "user costs" associated with 
capital goods, of course, will be included with variable costs. In Figure 
9.6, BD represents the constant capital goods costs. Notice that this 
function is linear, that marginal costs are constant throughout the volume 
range up to "daily" capacity (OE), and that average total costs per unit 
decrease throughout this range as a consequence of the spreading of the 
constant capital goods costs. The use of the term daily in this and follow
ing discussions merely stresses the time dimension and does not imply 
that the day will always be the appropriate time span to use. 

We stress that these findings do not disprove the principle of diminish
ing returns but merely refer to a situation where the flow rates of factors 
have been combined in efficient proportions and where volume is ex
panded by producing at this rate for longer periods of time. If the period 
of operation were fixed, say, at eight hours per day, then variations in 
output would involve changes in proportions with results comparable to 
Figure 9.4. Most empirical studies of plant costs have reported linear (or 
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nearly linear) total cost functions largely as a result of the above condi
tions. This will be especially true for highly mechanized plants with 
assembly-line type of integration where the combination of factors and 
the rate of operation are both fixed within narrow limits. Even when 
variations in rates are possible, the alternatives may largely rule out 
diminishing returns. In certain types of packinghouses, for example, 
there are a number of packing "tubs" or "stations." The rate of pack may 
be changed by increasing or decreasing the number of packers employed, 
but this should not affect packing labor efficiency, since each station is an 
isolated area independent of all others. This is comparable to saying that 
we have available an acre of land and will vary output by using more or 
less of it, always maintaining the rate of seeding per acre. 

A three-dimensional illustration of the rate-time-cost relationship is 
presented in Figure 9.7. Diminishing marginal returns to the fixed factors 
are reflected in the sharply rising total cost curve in the rate dimension at 
levels above Y2. On the other hand, costs rise linearly in the time dimen
sion. Costs of the fixed factors are reflected in the height of the "base" on 
which the curvilinear surface rests. It is clear that marginal costs (changes 
in the slope of the surface) and average variable costs are independent of 
the size (height) of fixed costs. 

FIGURE 9.7 The total cost as a function of rate of output and time of operation. 
[Source. B. C. French, L. L. Sammet, and R. G. Bressler, "Economic Efficiency in Plant 
Operations with Special Reference to the Marketing of California Pears," Hilgardia, 
Vol. XXIV, No. 19 (July, 1956), p. 573.] 
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9.8 MULTIPLE SERVICE PLANTS 

The above discussion refers to situations where output is a single homo
geneous good or service. In many, if not most, productive activities, 
however, several outputs are involved. The effects of multiple products 
on the organization of production can be clarified by considering five 
general cases: (1) joint services in fixed proportion, (2) outputs with 
varying composition, (3) independent services from a single plant, (4) 
single services that may be applied to several physical commodities, 
and (5) joint services with variable proportions. 

1. Joint products in fixed proportions require no important change in 
the foregoing analysis. If production always results in a constant ratio of 
the outputs of service y, to service Y2, we can and should combine them 
into a composite output with units defined to include a units of Yt and b 
units of Y2, a/b representing the fixed proportion. Having done this, our 
analysis of efficient factor combinations and minimum costs will proceed 
exactly as before. We point out, however that, although this procedure 
will permit the determination of average costs for the composite unit, 
any attempt to obtain average costs for each of the separate components 
must be based on entirely arbitrary allocations. 

2. The second category of multiple products represents the case 
where there is one direct output but where the component parts of this 
output have separate importance and vary in proportion as the total output 
increases. This is frequently true of growth through time of plants and 
animals. Thus, the total "pounds" of a tree increase through time; and 
the proportions of saw timber, cordwood, and waste change as the total 
weight increases. Or we feed a hog through time and witness a typical 
growth reaction in terms of total weight, but the proportions of bone 
and waste, fat, and lean meat change along with the increase in the total. 
However, the peculiar aspect of this situation, is that there will be (for 
•any particular "technology") a unique combination of component out
puts for each point on the total output curve. Our efficiency problem may 
now be resolved as follows: (1) the combination of factors will be deter
mined by the production function for the "total" output —this will define 
a total cost curve; (2) the revenue function will be obtained by adding 
together the revenues for each component part; and (3) efficient produc
tion will be determined by equating the addition to total combined 
revenue that would accompany the production and sale of one more unit 
of total product to the marginal cost of producing that unit. 

3. The classification of several essentially independent services pro
duced in a single plant may be visualized as the combination of two or 
more separate plants into a single producing unit. An extreme case would 
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be where a building was used to pack or process one commodity during 
part of the year (the harvest season for this commodity) and then was 
completely reequipped for a different packing operation during another 
part of the year. Less extreme examples would include plants receiving a 
single agricultural product, such as milk or fresh fruit, performing certain 
operations on the commodity, and eventually sorting or separating it into 
two or more components where the following processes are independent 
for each component. The essential character of these operations is that, 
although sharing certain common costs, beyond a certain point where the 
raw material is split into components the operations and costs for each 
component product are independent of other operations. 

Figure 9.8 illustrates the situation for the extreme case of two 

Part A 

Daily volume, Yi 

Part B PartC 

Daily volume, Y2 Daily volume, Yi u Daily volume, Y% 

FIGURE 9.8 Independent services produced in separate plants and combined in one 

plant. 
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processes sharing the same building but with all other inputs and costs 
specialized for each process. Parts A and B show efficient variable and 
total cost functions for two specialized plants, and Part C shows the 
results of combining the two into a single producing unit. This back-to-
back diagram emphasizes that the variable costs (slopes of the cost curves) 
are unaffected by this combination. Notice, however, that the combined 
fixed costs OH are less than the sum of fixed costs OB and OE for two 
specialized plants. If this were not the case, there would be no reason for 
combination. We have drawn these curves on the assumption that the 
buildings used for either specialized operation would be essentially 
similar to the building for the combined plant. The fixed building costs 
may be represented in all three cases then by an amount such as OA. 
Other fixed costs are related to equipment: AB in the first case, AE in the 
second, and AH (equal to AB plus AE) in the combined plant. In short, 
the operations are independent, and efficient combinations of variable 
factors will be determined for each "line" independently, but there will 
be some economics of combination that result from indivisibilities and the 
consequent unutilized capacity for some factors in the specialized plants. 
However, the "meshing" of the two operations will permit more complete 
utilization of these factors and hence, will lower combined costs. 

Although it would be possible to illustrate graphically the case where 
certain plant operations are performed on the common raw material 
before it is divided into separate and independent operations, the ideas 
involved are similar to the ones already expressed. The nature of the 
problem is more readily revealed by a mathematical formula: 

C = a + (a, + *,*,) + (a2 + b2X2) + (a3 + b3X3) • 

where 

C = the daily total costs 
Xl — the volume of raw material 
X2 = the volume of one component product 
X3 = the volume of the other component 

a = the common fixed costs 
a fl3 = the fixed costs specialized to each operation 

and b„ ..., b3 = the variable costs for each operation or process. 

The independent nature of the processes is revealed by the fact that this 
is an additive function and that, except for the common cost a, each line 
is independent and unaffected by changes in the other operations. 

4. The fourth category of multiple product organizations turns out to 
be a case of single product production when the real output of the organiz-
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ation is recognized. Many marketing activities create services where the 
service may in turn be applied to a large number of alternative commod
ities. This application, however, does not make the productive process a 
multiple service one —any more than the application makes a paint fac
tory a producer of houses, barns, and battleships. A trucking firm is 
engaged in the production of transportation services, and its operations 
should be so analyzed regardless as to the variety of commodities trans
ported. This is not to say that certain spatial costs may not be attached 
to particular commodities (containers, refrigeration, etc.), but they may 
be assessed directly to the commodities in question. And finally, the 
costs of certain loading, checking, and inventorying operations will 
undoubtedly be influenced by the number and diversity of commodities 
transported (or sold in a retail shop); but these operations can be analyzed 
as illustrated in the previous cases. In terms of average costs, this means 
that we can compute average costs for the services, but that any allocation 
to commodities will be arbitrary. 

5. We come at last to the case of joint services with variable propor
tions. This is usually presented as the "realistic" case, although theoret
ical treatments have been most inadequate. One procedure is to assume 
that the cost function is given and available with the several outputs as 
independent variables determining total costs. Such a function will define 
a set of equal total cost or "isocost" curves as in Figure 9.9, here reflect
ing increasing marginal costs with increases in either output variable. 
From this point, the analysis is concerned with determining the optimum 
combination of products —optimum defined in terms of equating the ratio 
of marginal costs to the ratio of product prices (with competitive product 
markets). In the diagram, contact line DE will trace the locus of econom
ical output combinations, and for each of them the appropriate costs are 

Isocost curves 

Output of Yi 

FIGURE 9.9 Isocost curves and the determination of efficient output combinations. 
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indicated. But this approach completely avoids the basic problem: How 
are factors combined in order to determine the unique "given" cost 
function? 

A more sophisticated approach is to conceive the production function 
as 2i —f(c b,.... n, Q2,...), where £), and Q2 are the joint services and 
a, b, . . . . n the factor inputs. This formulation at least has the merit of 
specifying the nature of the problem of joint products with variable pro
portions. It says in effect that there is, with any given technology, a 
functional relationship among several outputs and several inputs. By 
transferring all outputs save one to the right (independent) side of the 
equation and fixing them at some specified level (Q2), we can vary inputs 
and trace out a consistent production pattern for Qt. Other levels of Q2 

will result in different but consistent production patterns for Qt, and for 
any of them it will be possible to define efficient combinations of factors 
by the conventional methods. By computing costs under these efficient 
organizations for all levels of Q2, we can completely specify the cost 
function assumed in the previous case. At first glance this appears to be a 
reasonable and productive approach to the problem. 

An apparently insurmountable obstacle arises, however, on further 
consideration. How are we to hold one output constant while permitting 
inputs and the other output to vary? What kind of a real production 
relationship would permit this? Or, if we conceive that it is possible to 
fix one set of outputs, then we must admit the possibility of not fixing it, 
in which case our production function explodes! What kind of a produc
tive process (reflected in a production function) could take a given and 
unique technology, combine it with a given and unique set of factor inputs, 
and then result in a nonunique set of outputs? True enough, it is supposed 
that the several outputs would follow some specified substitution func
tion, but we would never know just what particular combination of the 
possibilities would result. 

Imagine, if you can, a cow that today might give 5 gallons of skim 
milk, or 2 quarts of whipping cream, or any combination of the two! We 
find it impossible to visualize such a cow, or such a function, or to admit 
that one could exist. Yet, the above formulation correctly specifies the 
nature of the problem of joint products with variable proportions. Con
sequently, we are forced to the conclusion that the problem itself cannot 
exist —that this is a "straw man" with no counterpart in real life. If this 
is correct, then it must follow that situations which appear to illustrate 
this joint products problem will, on closer examination, be found to fall 
under one of the foregoing categories. This is obviously true of the time-
honored textbook illustrations of wheat and straw or wool and mutton. 
Proportions are not varied through a continuous function but by discrete 
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changes in technology, changes in cultural practices, in breeds and 
varieties of crops and livestock, in crop rotation, and so on. We have been 
unable to find a single case where, with a given set of technology and 
inputs, anything but a unique set of outputs would result. 
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